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Interferometric differentiation between resonant coherent anti-Stokes
Raman scattering and nonresonant four-wave-mixing processes
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A major impediment to the use of coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering(CARS) to identify
biological molecules is that the illumination levels required to produce a measurable signal often
also produce significant nonresonant background from the medium, especially from water. We
present a method of nonlinear interferometry to differentiate between which components of the
anti-Stokes signal are resonant and nonresonant. The technique takes advantage of the persistence
of intermediate states involved in the resonant process. This method is applicable to most existing
pulsed CARS illumination methods and provides for identification of resonant CARS. We
demonstrate the method by examining the signals produced by acetone, which exhibits resonance,
and water, which does not. ©2004 American Institute of Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.1829162]
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The combination of microscopy and coherent a
Stokes Raman scattering(CARS) processes1–4 is a promising
tool to study the composition of biological tissues at
crometer scales. Like two-photon microscopy, CARS
croscopy relies on a nonlinear interaction to produce a lo
ized point response in the medium. Unlike two-pho
microscopy, CARS utilizes endogenous molecular r
nances in the tissue and does not require the introducti
exogenous dyes or markers. Frequently the anti-Stoke
nal is small because the desired target molecule is pres
a low concentration, and is obscured by a large nonres
nonspecific four-wave-mixing signal at the same freque
We utilize interferometry with a nonresonantly generated
erence pulse to distinguish the resonant CARS from the
resonant background. By using the interferometric time
to reject the early emitted nonresonant signal we identify
desired component of the signal. This is a simplificatio
the nonlinear interferometric vibrational imaging(NIVI )5,6

method proposed earlier and is more suited to integr
with existing CARS pump/Stokes pulse generation meth

To see how nonresonant signals and resonant CAR
be separated, consider that nonresonant signals arise
four-wave-mixing processes that are mediated purely by
tual states that exist only as long as the atom is “dresse
the electromagnetic field. Resonant CARS is produced
cause a molecular vibrational or rotational state is excite
stimulated Raman scattering(SRS). This persistent excita
tion can be detected by SRS upconversion even afte
exciting radiation ends. In contrast, the nonresonant
Stokes signal will fall to zero almost immediately upon
moval of either the pump or Stokes fields. Thus anti-Sto
radiation caused by resonant CARS continues to be em
later than the nonresonant signal. This is the method of t
resolved CARS, but typically the resonant and nonreso
components arrive virtually simultaneously relative to
slow speed of conventional photodetectors, so they mu
distinguished in other ways. By using interferometry, the
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rival time of the resonant and nonresonant component
be clearly and directly observed.

Our approach is to prepare narrowband pump and S
pulses, but with the pump pulse stretched out in time to
least three times longer than the Stokes pulse. The sh
Stokes pulse coincides with the leading edge of the p
pulse. A simulation of this is shown in Fig. 1. When
overlapping pulses arrive, the molecule is excited by SR
the same time, a nonresonant four-wave-mixing sign
emitted. After the Stokes pulse passes, so does the no
nant signal. However, the molecule remains excited. As
pump continues, the excitation is converted to anti-St
radiation by SRS. This produces a resonant anti-Stoke
nal similar to that shown in Fig. 1, which has a “tail” unl
the nonresonant anti-Stokes, which coincides with the S
alone. By delaying a reference pulse at the anti-Stokes
quency until after the nonresonant signal has passed, th
erence acts as an interference gate to reject nonresonan
ponents. We note that instead of being stretched, the
pulse can be split into a separate earlier pump and later
pulse to achieve larger temporal separations.

Interferometric time gating is commonly used to cha
terize the shape of ultrafast pulses.7,8 These methods typ
cally work by interfering a reference pulse with a kno

FIG. 1. A simulation of the pulse combination used to differentiate bet
resonant and nonresonant signals. The pump/Stokes combination ove
excite CARS, and the anti-Stokes would appear similar to the shown

form for resonant or nonresonant media.
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electric field amplitude with an unknown pulse to be cha
terized. If the reference pulse is short in time compared t
unknown pulse, then interference between the two p
only occurs over the interval of the reference pulse. By
trolling the delay of the two pulses relative to each other
cross correlation of the two pulses is measured. To obtai
needed short reference pulse, nonresonant
wave mixing or other cascaded nonresonant nonlinear
cesses stimulated by short pulses can be used. In partic
reference pulse delayed until after the nonresonant sign
rives at the photodetector prevents an interference s
from being obtained from the nonresonant component.

The present approach has been motivated by the d
vantages of other approaches of time-resolved CARS
biological imaging. While heterodyning itself adds additio
complications, it should be noted that it is a linear inter
ence process, and therefore does not require additiona
linear process steps that may decrease the overall throu
of the signal generation and collection process. The ty
means by which the later time of arrival of the reson
CARS component is distinguished is by observing the
Stokes produced by a separate probe pulse which h
polarization,9 frequency,10 or illumination angle11,12 different
than the pump and Stokes pulses. Highly scattering tiss
likely to scatter between the polarization states and an
directions, which decrease the nonresonant rejection. T
color methods13,14 use a probe of a different frequency fro
the pump to produce a unique anti-Stokes frequency fo
resonant CARS signal. These methods can achieve hig
jection ratios, but require a new frequency to be gene
that is not the pump, Stokes, or anti-Stokes frequen
While the method we outline must also generate a third
quency, this frequency is identical to the anti-Stokes w
length, so it can be generated easily with the nonreso
four-wave-mixing process previously mentioned(e.g., in a
bulk material such as quartz or water) using just the pum
and Stokes.

In addition, heterodyning can offer other advanta
With sufficient reference power, shot noise can exceed
mal noise and stray light noise and therefore photon cou
detectors may be unnecessary. Also, by utilizing d
balanced detection or spectral interferometry, excess
can be rejected and the interference component can b
tained even with a noisy local oscillator. In microscopy, t
focusing confines the anti-Stokes radiation to a single sp
mode so that it can be overlapped efficiently with the re
ence pulse. Also, by utilizing a separately generated r
ence pulse rather than relying on the nonresonant sign
the sample to act as a reference,15,16 pulse shaping is no
required to vary the relative phase between the nonres
and resonant components, because the delay of the refe
pulse can be changed arbitrarily relative to anti-Stokes
nal. In addition, a separate reference produces a large

more constant reference power that is not sample densit
Downloaded 08 Dec 2004 to 130.126.123.121. Redistribution subject to AI
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dependent, allowing for more quantitative anti-Stokes m
surements. This method can potentially be used in con
tion with other methods such as epi-detection17 and pulse
shaping18 to further minimize the nonresonant componen

To demonstrate and validate this idea, we designe
experiment shown in Fig. 2 to measure the interferogram
anti-Stokes light produced by acetone and water. Aceton
a Raman resonance at 2925 cm−1 corresponding to the C–
stretch, while water does not, containing only hydrogen
oxygen. Water is of primary interest because it is a ub
tous and pernicious source of nonresonant signal in bio
cal tissues. In the setup, a regenerative amplifier(RegA
9000, Coherent, Inc. Santa Clara, CA) emits pulses at 25
kHz repetition rate with 808 nm center wavelength and
nm bandwidth. These pulses are used both as the pum
also to seed a second-harmonic-generation optical param
amplfier(OPA) (OPA 9450, Coherent) which generates idle
pulses with 1056 nm center wavelength and 20 nm b
width for use as a Stokes pulse. A 105 mm length BK7 g
Dove prism disperses the pump pulse to approximately
times the duration of the Stokes pulse. Note that there
difference between the purpose of chirping the pulses
and that of chirped CARS(c-CARS).19 Chirping in this tech
nique is done only to lengthen the pump pulse slightly
only partially overlaps with the Stokes, while in c-CARS
stretches the pulse to be essentially monochromatic ove
lifetime of the resonance. The pump pulse is delayed t
rive at a dichroic beamsplitter at the same time as the S
pulse. The pulses, which are overlapped and focused in
sample by a 30 mm focal length lens, produce anti-St
radiation centered at 653 nm. The OPA signal is produce
two cascaded nonresonant three-wave-mixing steps tha
duce the same frequency as the four-wave-mixing pro
but with a far greater amount of power. Because the s
pulse is converted by nonresonant nonlinearities, and
OPA output is adjusted to maximize power, it is reason
to expect the signal and idler are nearly transform-lim
and therefore will act as a brief time gate. The pump po
at the sample was 20 mW, while the Stokes was 2 mW,
sufficient peak power to produce abundant resonant and
resonant signals. At the same time, the signal pulse from
OPA, also at 653 nm, is used as the reference pulse. A M
Zehnder interferometer is used to combine the refer
pulse and the CARS signal. The signals are attenuate
neutral density filters by many orders of magnitude be
they are detected by a photomultiplier tube. By scanning
relative delay between the two signals, their interferom
cross correlation was measured.

Figure 3 shows the interferograms measured from
etone. The upper left inset shows the Raman spectru
acetone near the probed resonance frequency. As can c
be seen, the interferograms agree qualitatively with Fi
The acetone, having a persistent resonance, generates

FIG. 2. Schematic of optical setup used to measur
interferogram of resonant and nonresonant signals
ynant anti-Stokes “tail” with a length limited not by the life-
P license or copyright, see http://apl.aip.org/apl/copyright.jsp
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time of the resonance but by the length of the pump p
because the pump is needed to produce anti-Stokes rad
As the pump/Stokes frequency difference is tuned away
the resonance at 2925 cm−1, the resonant “tail” disappea
The tuning resolution is limited by the broad Stokes ba
width of approximately 150 cm−1, which is much wider tha
the Raman susceptibility linewidth, so that the slight inac
racy of tuning the pump/Stokes difference to 2916 cm−1 in-
stead of 2925 cm−1 had very little effect on the generat
resonant signal. To further test the ability to distinguish r
nant and nonresonant materials, we filled a cuvette with
etone and water in various volumetric ratios. The conce
tion of acetone was inferred by observing the amoun
power (total magnitude squared signal) in the resonant ta
more than 120 fs after the nonresonant peak. Figure 4 s
the interferogram measured from water alone in the in
which has no tail and is purely nonresonant. As the perc

FIG. 3. Partial Raman spectrum of acetone(upper left), and the cross
correlation interferogram of four-wave mixing in acetone at various v
tional excitation frequencies(a)–(c).

FIG. 4. Interferogram of nonresonant four-wave mixing in water(inset), and
the power of the resonant anti-Stokes signal for various percentages

etone in water by volume.
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age of acetone is increased the power of the anti-Stoke
nal interference increases quadratically, exactly as expe
as shown in Fig. 4. This demonstrates that the local osci
remains stable enough to produce an accurate concen
measurement, whereas a nonresonant signal derived fro
sample itself may fluctuate with material density and c
position.

We have demonstrated a difference in the temporal
lution of anti-Stokes pulses produced by nonresonant
resonant four-wave-mixing processes. While in this proo
principle experiment the power utilized was large and
delay mechanism was too slow for practical scanning
expect the acquisition rate of this detection method ca
significantly increased by utilizing a rapidly dithered de
or single-shot cross-correlation methods.7,8 This approac
utilizes nonlinear interferometry and appropriate refere
and excitation pulses to measure the tail of resonant C
Such an approach will likely be very useful in CARS micr
copy and NIVI5,6 to eliminate the nonresonant backgro
signal, in addition to the other advantanges that interfero
ric detection can provide such as heterodyne sensitivity
stray light rejection.
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